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As the need for a more ecologically responsible existence 
becomes overwhelmingly essential in order to sustain 
our planet, our obligation to lead this charge increases. 
KMD Architects endeavors to uphold this responsibility by supporting our  
employees, positively shaping our communities, and searching for ways to lessen 
the impact of our practice on the environment. At KMD we take a holistic approach 
to sustainability through our programs and practices. Our understanding of  
sustainability, “meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of 
future generations to meet their own needs,” stems from the seminal 1987 United 
Nations Report, Our Common Future. With buildings being one of the largest  
consumers of natural resources and contributors to global warming, KMD  
recognizes that the global community looks to our industry for leadership and  
environmental accountability. We hold this statement as a guide to strengthen our 
resolve and to communicate our purpose through practice, operations,  
communities, and people, as an environmentally responsible company in the  
globally influential practice of architecture. 

Develop Sustainable Design Goals
To begin the project development, an integrated team eco-charrette is conducted 
with the client and full design team as early as possible in the design process. At this 
first assessment, goals are determined for the sustainable strategies, and checked 
against a Sustainable Possibilities Matrix. Ultimately, the eco-charrette becomes 
incorporated into a project-goals meeting, where sustainable design efforts are as 
integral as the building program. The use of Building Information Modeling (BIM) 
then allows us to continue a collaborative design process between project partners. 
Informed design decisions through the use of energy modeling and daylight simula-
tion can be made concurrent with design implementation.

Each project will set individual goals for energy use, water use, material use, and 
carbon equivalence. To facilitate that, each project will evaluate the following key 
indicators:

Energy Star Rating/2030 Compliance•	  Each project will evaluate its  
 performance relative to the Energy Star Rating system and 2030 Challenge   
 goals. For project types that are not applicable, other baseline databases   
 will be used.

Energy Use Intensity•	  Each project will calculate the predicted energy use   

 intensity (EUI) for the project as well as breaking it down by different use groups  
 for multi-use buildings.

Water Use•	  Each project will calculate and document annual water use for   
 non-process needs, and where possible will document annual process water   
 use. The potential use of rainwater capture and grey and blackwater recycling  
 will also be assessed.

Indoor Air Quality•	  Each project will strive to improve indoor air quality   
 through the elimination of hazardous materials based on the targeted “red list”  
 items. Coordination with our consultants is essential to achieve this objective.

Materials Compliance•	  In keeping with KMD’s commitment to reducing   
 and eventually eliminating the use of Red List materials, each project will start   
 materials selection with the same goals.

Sustainable design goals are evaluated whether the project is seeking LEED certi-
fication or not. All projects are documented in a case-study format with consistent 
criteria to help measure performance and track progress. The firm’s Benchmarking 
Cards provide information on the projects water use as well as its predicted and  
actual energy use intensity, electrical use, natural gas use, to provide an insight into 
its carbon emissions. Information on the client’s sustainability goals and design  
strategies are also documented. 

Sustainable design goals benchmarking card
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Battelle Computational and 
Biological Sciences Facility 
richland, wa

PROJECT METRICS

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGIES
Light Pollution Reduction | 95% Construction Waste diverted|
Electric Vehicle Charging Stations | Maintained all cut and fill on site|
Preserved over 50% of site as vegetated open space|
100% Storm water retention | Bioswales | White roof with 87% reflectance

Under Floor Air Distribution | Low VOC paints, coatings, materials|
Skylight/Lightwell system in open offices | Sunshading | Low-e glass

Green Housekeeping|
Building sustainable education

30% Water Reduction| 
Low flow plumbing fixtures| 
Xeriscaping

Geothermal heating and cooling | Heat recovery from computational 
building to heat biological building | 35% Purchased Renewable Energy 
(Green Power) | 35% Energy Savings | Low mercury lighting throughout| 
Occupancy sensors for lighting and HVAC | LED Parking lot lighting| 
Energy Efficient Lighting | Direct/Indirect evaporative chillers| 
Variable speed controllers | Heat recovery coils | Heat recovery chillers

Rapidly Renewable materials (bamboo) | Recycled materials|
FSC Certified Wood | Enhanced recycling program| 
Regional materials

Building Type: Office/Laboratory
Construction Start Date: May 2008
Completion Date: October 2009
Size: 144,405 sf

Cost: $56,000,000
KMD Contact Person: Chris Hellstern, Seattle Office
Sustainable Consultants: Brightworks
Owner: Cowperwood
Tenant: Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
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The Battelle Computational and Biological Sciences Facility (BC & BSF) were designed with efficiency and sustainability in mind from 
the initial phases of the project. The project used an integrated, collaborative method with all parties involved through all phases of 
the project. Typical laboratories are designed around a 50% efficiency of net-to-gross square footage. The PNNL project however, 
reaches an impressive 77% efficiency. A more efficient design allows for a smaller building footprint which translates into savings 
in materials and even site fill. All cut and fill was site localized creating bioswales and berms to retain and treat all site storm water. 
Multiple energy conservation measures resulted in prejected energy consumption far below code and conventional laboratories. 

The wide variety of sustainable design features employed throughout the project means that every occupant and almost every opera-
tion in the building will see the benefit of ecological design. From the advanced occupancy sensors in every space to the simplicity 
of the renewable bamboo wall panels in the lobby, the design of the BC & BSF strives to bring environmentally friendly features to 
the daily routine. In addition, the facility aims to educate visitors about its environmentally friendly designs. A user-guided interactive 
educational display will highlight the sustainability of the building for everyone to explore.  

Efficient floor plan results in a 33% reduction of floor    •	
 plate and increases collaboration between Biological and   
 Computational Sciences  

Geothermal heating and cooling system results in an energy   •	
 reduction 35% over ASHRAE standard
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PART 1: DESIGN DATA
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CARBON 
EMISSIONS

1. EUI measured in KBTU/SF/yr. 2. Based on 2004 ASHRAE Standards. 
3. Based on USGBC LEED Standard Fixture output data.  
4. Based on US EPA Greenhouse Gas Equivalencies Calculator. 
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Battelle Biological & Computational Sciences 
Facilities, Certified LEED Gold
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Institute Staff Training and Education
To help insure our staff is invested in the firm’s sustainable design goals, the project 
manager and project architect meet with the Sustainable Committee at the start 
of the project to assess the potential of incorporating the design goals as a way to 
contribute to its overall success. KMD has made the commitment of providing for 
the continued professional development of our LEED Accredited Professionals and 
training of the technical staff to become LEED accredited. The firm has budgeted 
to provide the support for staff to attend and report on conferences and education 
programs focusing on sustainable design issues such as the West Coast Green  
Conference, Cascadia’s Living Future UnConference, Green Build, and local AIA 
sponsored conferences. 

The firm’s Sustainability Steering Committee provides monthly lunch presentations 
to help keep staff up to date on the current sustainable topics and team as well as 
LEED credential requirements. The committee also manages the KMD local intranet 
site on the subject and project data base where sustainable guidelines, project sus-
tainability tools, and information scorecards are available for reference. Individual 
and team sustainable design contributions are recognized at regular office-wide 
meetings and intranet postings.

Evaluation of the Design Process
KMD utilizes an integrated design process to identify and determine goals for the
sustainable strategies, and rated against a Sustainable Possibilities Matrix. Each
project will set individual goals for energy use, water use, and carbon equivalence.
Sustainability standards are incorporated into the Project Descriptions, Outline 
Specifications or Design Guidelines. 

Team building is based on the appropriate expertise aligned to the project scope 
and complexity, utilizing a broad spectrum of design and construction profession-
als early on and throughout the design process. KMD conducts an integrated team 
Eco-Charrette with the client as early as possible in the design process to set project 
goals for all consultants. To facilitate the approvals in the permitting process, we 
identify the natural as well as community resources and restraints involving public 
planning, zoning and building officials. We also verify that the contractor’s sustain-
ability action plan is aligned and integrated with the design intent, sustainability 
goals and scorecard requirements.

To develop metrics for sustainable design goals at the outset, a project is  
registered with USGBC, Green Globes or similar appropriate regulatory entities  
with rating parameters. The LEED scorecard, Living Building Challenge criteria, 
and/or other applicable green building rating systems are utilized as tools to set 
and track goals on every project. Green/on-site renewable power, grants and/or 
credits are researched, documented and presented to clients for consideration. 

KMD utilizes a Life-Cycle Cost methodology to evaluate the sustainable building 
strategies utilized on the project, relative to a building similar in scope and size. 
Coordination with our mechanical consultant during the development of ventilation 
design strategies and energy model creation is ongoing to find the optimum energy 
cost/value solution for each project. Quantitative values for savings over the normal 
building life cycle are provided in terms of: 

Initial costs of design and construction.•	
Operating costs (energy, water/sewer, waste, recycling and other utilities).•	
Maintenance, repair, and replacement costs.•	
Other environmental or social costs/benefits (impacts on transportation, solid   •	

 waste, water, energy, infrastructure, worker productivity, outdoor air emissions,  
 insurance, etc.).

KMD Sustainable Design internal web site

KMD Portland Office rated LEED Gold
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Material selection takes into account human and ecological health. All applicable 
products are specified to be certified at least GreenGuard, GreenSeal, or other  
appropriate third party non-toxic material certification. Material selection will  
include the application of the precautionary and Red List criteria defined by the  
Living Building Challenge to improve indoor air quality (IAQ) and to reduce  
exposure to toxicity through the elimination of hazardous materials.

All projects will target an Energy Star rating and 2030 Challenge goals for  
consistent measurement standards for building and site design performance. 

Today•	  60% below 2003 CBECS  
 (Commercial Building Energy Consumption Survey)

2015•	  70% below 2003 CBECS

2020•	  80% below 2003 CBECS

2025•	  90% below 2003 CBECS

2030•	  Net Zero  
 (including 20% of project energy from onsite renewable sources).

The EPA Target Finder will be used to consistently measure in kBTU/sf./yr. = EUI  
(energy use intensity) as a common language. This is quantifiable and consistent 
across the industry nationwide. Building performance will be tracked at regular  
intervals in alignment with an iterative integrated design process. Baseline Energy 
Use intensity (BEUI) and Predicted Energy Use Intensity (PEUI) as well as, Baseline 
Water Use Intensity (BWUI) and Predicted Water Use Intensity (PWUI) will be re-
ported at milestone phases of project design.

To assess project performance, KMD coordinates with the Owner on installation of 
environmental sensors and data recording capabilities to track building system  
performance. An analysis of available energy and water use data determines how 
well the building is performing. Analysis of the utility bills helps us to evaluate if 
buildings are performing as intended as well as how our projects perform when 
compared to others. A client interview about how well the building is meeting their 
functional needs helps to indicate any building operations and maintenance issues 
and highlight areas where the design team may need to improve coordination. 

The firm will also conduct a “Lessons Learned” session with the client and project 
team to obtain input and provide feedback to consultants on their performance. 
This also helps monitor potential liabilities and develop appropriate responses.  
For all KMD 2030 Projects, benchmarked performance design/energy data is 
collected in a centrally accessible library for access by the entire firm as a design 
reference resource. 

San Francisco Public Utilities Commission  
Light Penetration Study

The Bertschi School Living Science Building in 
Seattle meets the Living Building Challenge 2.0
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Sustainable Operations Plan
KMD strives to incorporate sustainable operation strategies to reduce the overall 
environmental footprint of our practice. This includes setting goals and tracking 
progress towards reduction in office energy and water use, as well as waste  
production in our office operations and project delivery methods. Our new Portland 
office is on target for LEED CI Gold certification and our new Seattle office is on 
target for LEED CI Platinum certification.

Energy Use•	  Reduction begins by installing occupancy sensors in meeting   
 rooms and common spaces, eliminating the use of incandescent lamps in   
 fixtures, replacement of non-EnergyStar rated appliances and equipment,   
 turning off lights and equipment when not in use, using the stairs instead of  
 the elevator, and auditing current energy use in each office to track progress.

Water Use•	  Reduction begins by installing faucet aerators to limit flow at sink  
 locations, installing filtered tap water dispensers in lieu of bottled water, and   
 incorporating low flow fixtures in office facilities.

Waste Product•	  Reduction begins by reducing paper consumption through   
 the use of electronic documents and the implementation of double sided   
 printing policies, institution of a firm-wide recycling policy for paper, plastics,   
 glass, aluminum, and electronic devices and batteries, purchasing  
 environmentally friendly office, kitchen, cleaning supplies as well as furniture   
 and furnishings.

Transportation•	  Reduction begins with providing incentives for employees   
 who ride share, use mass transit, walk, or bike to work, utilizing only fuel- 
 efficient or hybrid vehicles for firm travel, encourage telecommunication  
 options for employees, utilize virtual meetings on-line whenever possible,  
 and audit firm-wide travel in each office on a project basis.

Office Standards•	  To set criteria for office locations, incorporating day- 
 lighting for renovations, and reducing water and energy use to conform to   
 optimum sustainable guidelines and carbon footprint reduction.

Sustainable Business Strategy
KMD is committed to communicating the value of sustainable building design. Our 
marketing materials document sustainable design goals and accomplishments,  
including project costs, operating costs and occupant satisfaction for each project. 
We also track and document our accredited professionals, building certifications, 
AIA Top Ten Green awards and the many published works and individual  
accomplishments of our staff on our website, www.kmdarchitects.com. 

From 2010 forward we intend to track actual performance data for all projects 
qualified to report for the AIA 2030 Commitment. We see the benefit of tracking 
actual building performance data coming primarily in the form of an extended 
relationship with our clients and in finding opportunities to continue to serve them 
toward better performance. KMD has made a commitment to improving the  
environment through sustainable architecture. Our clients look to us to guide  
them in selecting sustainable design measures for their facilities that make sense  
for their business.

UCSF Osher Center, Certified LEED Silver

California Veterans Home Fresno
Certified LEED Silver
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